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Baby Egyptian Mouth Brooder
(Pseudocrenilabrus multicolor)
Photo by Andrew Roebbelen

Letter from the Editor
I just love watching all the fall colours
in the trees and with
fall comes our fall
auction. Its a great
chance for some
great deals, for every
aquarium enthusiast
or novice. Be sure to check out the ad on
page 3.
As this magazine gets older we discuss its future and there is some great ideas
that have been passed around. We’re hoping that the next issue will include a new
section by our very own Frank Aguirre. Anyone who knows Frank knows he always has
something to say. He’s a wealth of information and experience. So look forward to his
new section of his opinions and experiences
as well as book and store reviews all from a
source you know and trust.
Also this month we have a great new
speaker, and he will be presenting on one of
my personal favorite topics, Rainbowfishes.
A remarkable family of fishes for any freshwater aquarium.
So lets keep those articles coming in
and I hope everyone is looking forward to
our next issue as much as I am.
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Community Connection
Ken Boorman, is originally
from Australia, but is now living in Ontario, Canada with his
new wife Lisa and their daughter Kathleen. Ken has kept fish
for more than 42 years, since
he was 10. A good part of this
time he has dedicated exclusively to collect, keep and
breed Australasian native fish species in his numerous home aquariums. These fish belonging to
several families. He is now selling books through
Lisa’s Lair Bookstore. He is well-read on most
aquarium and terrarium subjects.

Ken

A.N.G.F.A. North American Co-ordinator
C.A.O.A.C. Vice President
Sarnia Aquarium Society President

Calendar
Next meeting: Thursday Oct 17th @ 7:00pm
Turner Fenton Secondary School
7935 Kennedy Road S , Brampton
(just south of Steeles Ave W)
Join us in the south building for our monthly meeting
and a presentation from Ken Boorman on Rainbowfish
Sunday Nov 2nd: Fall Auction (see our ad pg. 3)

Membership Info
The Peel Regional Aquarium Club (PRAC) is
a progressive, non-profit organization whose
purpose is to share with our members the many
wonders of the best hobby in the world, fish
keeping and to promote our hobby in the community.
Yearly Membership Fee
$25 for adults and familys
$10 for students
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Beyond the Glass
Developing Research
Eco-moment
Renewable resources are the better
way to go. Materials such as bamboo grow
quickly and save the important softwood
lumber forests. These forests house and
protect many species and stabilize the water systems around them. So next time your
shopping, consider bamboo.

The Sea Urchin - always an interesting
addition to marine tanks, but for scientists its
much more. They have studied more about
its development and genetics then most organisms. Current research is going into the
effects algae and hormones have on the development of the free swimming larvae. Look
forward to hearing more about this research,
maybe it will lead to better breeding operations for invertebrates.
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L e af f ishes
By Bob Fenner
Leaffishes are an anomalous small
group of fishes, at times linked, placed
with the similar-appearing Labyrinth Fishes
(Anabantoids), though having little taxonomic affinity with that group. Both have
large heads, with matching mouths that are
protractile (more so in the Leafs)... Both resemble leaves in water at rest.

Family Badidae:
Badis badis (Hamilton
1822), Badis or Chameleon
Fish. Asia; Pakistan, India over to Myanmar
and Bhutan. Feeds on crustaceans, worms,
insects in the wild; needs meaty foods in
captivity. To a bit over three inches overall
length. Able to change color rapidly. Monotypic. Cond.s: pH 6-8, dH 5-19, temp. 23-26
C. Aquarium photo.

Range:
Nandids comprise ten species in seven genera... principally freshwater (some tending
to brackish), northeastern South America,
western Africa, southern Asia. Badids make
up two genera with fifteen species in the
Ganges, Brahmaputra and Mahanadi basins, in Nepal, India, and Bangladesh; and, Badis badis
Irrawaddy in Myanmar and China. Polycentrids are two monotypic genera of South Family Polycentridae:
American fishes.
Monocirrhus polyacanthus Heckel 1840, the
Amazon Leaffish. South America; Guyana
Size:
to Brazil and the Peruvian Amazon. to about
Most a few inches in length, one to some three inches in length. Feeder on live fishes.
eight inches (Pristolepis fasciata).
Cond.s: pH 5-6, dH 5-8, temp. 22-25 C. A
beauty that perishes all too frequently from
Captive Husbandry:
too hard, alkaline water conditions, starvaHardy fishes if received in good condition tion and being placed with too active tank(rare) and provided with dedicated quarters mates. Aquarium photos.
(voracious predators that like a peaceful setting...). Commonly lost from handling, shipping trauma, secondary infection.

Monocirrhus polyacanthus
Bibliography/Further Reading:
Anon. 1973. Care and Breeding. The other
Leaf Fish (Polycentrus). A.D.I. 2(2):73.
Armbrust, Walter. 1977.Like a brown leaf,
the Leaf Fish, perfect camouflage (Monocirrhus polyacanthus). Aquarium Digest Int’l.
#17, 3, 1977.
Howe, Jeffrey C. 1998. Original Descriptions (column). Nandus oxycephalus Ng, et
al. 1996. FAMA 10/98.
Quinn, John R. 1988. Lord love a Leaffish.
TFH 1/88.
Taylor, Edward C. 1980. Leaffish... More or
less. The Family Nandidae and subfamily
Polycentrinae. FAMA 2,3,5/80.
For the complete article check out:
<http://www.wetwebmedia.com/FWSubWebIndex/leaffishes.htm>
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Dips and Baths

“Dips and extended Baths
are a technique/process for
(1) excluding undesirable
By Bob Fenner
organisms (& possibly chemicals), and (2)
administering therapeutic agents (3) via a
Are your new fish funky, gunky on arrival? temporary immersion of livestock in a speLethargic? Lack spunk, riddled with sores cially prepared solution”. Beauty definition,
and spots? Well cheer up Bunky! We’ve got eh? I just made it up. Some further explanajust the cure for you. Simply pour in X amount tion of the above key terms, mechanics and
of New (!) EndAll! Never mind that this treat- rationale, all right?
ment is going to bring biological filtration to a
grinding halt, use up all available oxygen, or (1) Basically there are differential tolerances
that within twenty four hours the whole sys- to certain semi-toxic chemical/physical entem will be toxic unless you do consecutive vironments between the “desirable” (one’s
massive water changes... Problems? Call we want) and “undesirable” (the opposite),
our direct help line 1-800-GO-FLUSH.
hitchhiking critters and possibly chemicals
that we want to include/exclude moving liveDoes this sound at all familiar? Wouldn’t stock from one system to another.
removing harmful, external parasitic and
infectious disease-causing organisms from As part of this “greatest story ever told” most
new livestock BEFORE putting them in your of this undesirable stuff is unicellular to at
system be a better idea than voodoo-izing least not as resistant (slimy, thick, multi-celafter the fact?
lular) as the desirables. Bacteria, Protozoans, “worms”, necrotic tissue, crustaceans,
“When in the course of pet-fish events...” and much more can be killed, impugned,
you’re sure to notice time to time reference sloughed off, at least reduced in number
to administering preventative or treatment and virulence by the appropriate administra“dips” and “baths”. What are they? Used for tion of preventative baths.
what? How do you do them? What do you
think I’m writing this for, geez!
By citing “removing chemicals” as a function
of these processes, I’m referring to two pheA Dip? Is That Anything Like A Chaw?
nomena: A) Dilution of transport chemicals,
& B.) Rinsing of surface material, e.g. fright
No! Before you go sticking your fish twixt pheromones, toxins in the example of puffer
your gum and jowl, ala Red Man, read on! fishes, from the surfaces of the new introAhem, how ‘bout this for a formal definition: ductions.

Are dip/bath routines really worthwhile for all
the added stress, time and cost involved?
Hello; well, yes...they are Standard Operating Procedures in all professional aquatic
livestock collection, distribution and rearing facilities. If you have no other capacity
for prophylactic quarantine, the least you
should be doing are preventative dips. Is
that clear?
What: Tools & Materials: Water:
“It’s in the water”, No duh. Oh yeah, oh heck
yeah. Most all dip/bath regimens call out the
specifics of how to make up the actual dipliquid, including the base material: water.
1) It should be about the same temperature,
when/if different, slightly warmer.
2) Physical phenomena should be about the
same as the system the livestock is being put
into. Only in the case of extreme stress will
new arrivals be placed into a bath with conditions similar to their shipping water. Make
sure you understand the absolute necessity
of excluding (“mixed”) “aged” transport water in the dip or new system. See below for
reinforcement of this admonition under How
To Do This Stuff.
I would pay attention to pH and temperature
in trying to “match” shipping water, and blow
off the rest of phenomena as relatively unimportant; and of course have adequate oxygen and no measurable ammonia or nitrite
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in the dip-mix.

ly popular oxidant is potassium permanganate KMnO3, check it out as a principal ingre3) When/where in doubt, use actual “fish dient in commercial preparations as “pond”
tank” water as a starting fluid and add the treatments for clarifying water and reducing
active ingredients to “it”.
algal growth, as well as a common treatment
remedy for external parasites (epizootics).
A Dippy Materials Classification:
C) Copper Sulfate (CuSO4) is an even more
common epizootic and algaecide, and is,
Various dip/bath chemicals can be ranked, among other things a considerable oxidizer.
ordered, otherwise described on the basis
of their mode of action, activity, size/color/ 2) Proteinaceous Precipitants: Basically,
taste, whatever. Let’s try a blitzkrieg ap- these materials elicit a mucus response,
proach:
they make your livestock slimier. This is to
some degree a good thing. Slimier is better
1) Oxidizers: Oxidation Is Losing, Reduction than not slimy enough and definitely preferIs Gaining or OILRIG is a useful acronym for able to too slimy. Sliming off parasites and
detailing what happens in redox reactions. “glop” is a good idea, as is making sure the
Losing and gaining what? Electrons! Any- individual organisms have an adequate benway, re-dox is one way of describing a type eficial slime layer. See the references below
of interaction between chemicals; their re- for all the goodies these mucilaginous coatspective affinity for stealing or being stolen ings do. They are eminently important for
from in the way of their outer electrons. Many osmoregulation, excretion, respiration, disdip materials exhibit strong redox potential, ease control...they’re vital. Too much or too
in this case a tendency for losing electrons, little is a no-no, so presenting conditions like
or oxidation. A) Peroxides are the keystone wiping them off by handling, or over-treating
example, with common hydrogen peroxide, are to be avoided. A) Copper compounds
H2O2, being the obvious most familiar and mentioned above and B) Silver salts are in
available example. This material is useful for this category. Pay close attention to their
supplying ready oxygen for emergencies, use, especially if you are adding them to the
shipping solutions, is the reaction product of treatment/quarantine system, not just dips.
a few currently popular “stand-alone” in-tank Use a reliable test kit, keeping the therapeufilters/aerators, and dip/baths! In the advent tic dose as constant as practical. These maof restriction of the familiar, but quite toxic terials are ubiquitous parts of a fishy mediformaldehyde solutions for sterilizing net cine closet. Investigate those bottles you’re
dips, peroxides are finding a stronger and using!
more frequent following. B) Another relative-

3) Insecticides: Like Dylox, aka Masoten,
Dipterex, Neguvon, and more, and the still
illegal, and it should be, Organo-phosphate
Dimilin, are suggested by some as extended baths for cleansing of external parasites,
in particular, copepods and “worms” on the
bodies and gills of fishes. Like all Acetylcholinesterase inhibitors, these should be handled with care.
The former is still the treatment of choice for
eliminating the intermediate forms of some
freshwater and pond parasites, but are not
suggested for marines (by me) at all. Dimilin
is not licensed for use in the United States,
and should not be used by anyone. The
more you read and look around at the fish
store’s you will find products and endorsers
of using these “economic poisons” as curatives for marine “diseases”. I do not, repeat,
not agree to the efficacy of their use, i.e. do
not put insecticides in your system nor make
them part of your dip/bath repertoire.
4) Formalin and formalin/malachite solutions are probably too dangerous and may
well be disallowed by law in your area, they
are in California. These cross-link peptides
indiscriminately, destroying any and all proteins they come in contact with. In a very real
sense, you’re poisoning the “good guys” as
well as the “bad”. Hopefully the latter faster
than the former.
Due to their narrow range of safety, toxicity to livestock and handler, and legal con-
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straints, I would avoid formalin mixtures for
pet-fish applications. Malachite green, zincfree is no longer even used at most government labs and fish hatcheries.
5) Antimicrobials: Antibiotics as a rule are
extremely limited in efficacy as dip/bath materials. One exception to this exclusion is
the antimicrobials variously designated “Furacyn” compounds. Nifurpirinol (Furanace),
Nitrofurazone and others I’ve found to be effective general petecchia (bloodiness), and
what appears to be “Vibrio” in marine organisms....
6) Miscellaneous, my favorite category, inorganic acids, bases, salts, eye of newt,
tail of frog, oh sorry, wrong spiel. Actually a
whole-lot of hocus pocus that I can’t seem
to find substantiation for in what passes as
legitimate (scientific, or at least testable, falsifiable, replicable trials) sources. And, tah
dah(!), finally, the subject of this ever-toolong essay, the kinder, gentler dip:
7) Methylene blue and fresh water! What?
Disappointed? Hear me out, this stuff works!
And it’s very safe. Methylene blue and fresh
water is useful for both marine fishes and
many invertebrates, a help against ich, skin
and gill flukes, funguses, velvet (Amyloodinium) and most other external parasitic
and infectious diseases. It has several other
added benefits. It’s a good oxygenating dye,
sort of like our blood’s hemoglobin, aiding in
keeping oxygen concentration high. It also is

helpful in reducing light penetration, soothing frightened livestock. In fact, Methylene
Blue converts methemoglobin to useful hemoglobin, reversing the ill-effects of nitrite
and even cyanide exposure.

or are just a cheapskate (an inexpensive
ray?), rather than buying Methylene blue solutions pre-made you can “make your own”.
Stock solid Methylene blue can be purchased from chemical supply outlets. Check
your local “yellow pages”. About one gram of
dry material can be dissolved in about one
hundred milliliters of water and about ten
mils of this solution used per approximately
one gallon of dip. Actual, keenly accurate
measures aren’t necessary as this material
is safe and effective over a wide range of
concentrations.
Okay, I’m Sold, How Do You Do This Stuff?
Here’s what you need: 1) the intended livestock, 2) an adequate net and 3) bucket (no
toxic chemical residues) or two, sufficiently
large for the use at hand but not enough to
allow the stock to thrash about in, and 4) dip
material! Here goes:

Sohal Tang (Acanthurus sohal) - like the
rest of the family these tangs are common victims of parasites photo by Frank
Aguirre
These qualities are what make Methylene
blue particularly useful as an “anti-fungal” for
transporting stock and rearing eggs. Add to
this the low cost, ready availability and lack
of restriction on it’s use and disposal and we
have a winner! Score!
Should you have an impecunious situation,

1) Make up the dip mix. Use new or system
water, adjusted/conditioned as prescribed.
2) Net, lift out the stock and place it/them in
the prepared dip.
Thou Shalt Not Mix the Shipping Water in
With The Dip Mix! Consider this just another
(XI?) Commandment (no blaspheming intended). In fact, some fastidious types rinse
the intended before the dip and after, before
placing them in their next “home”.
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3) Watch Your Stock! What’s that, number
XII? No, I’m serious, unless you’ve done this
a bunch or are using the suggested mellow
Methylene blue, stay right there during the
process. Your new acquisitions might just
hop out onto the floor, you never know. Actually, the only reasonable way to gauge how
much may be too much time to spend in the
dip is to examine the dipped’s behavior. If it
becomes erratic (should I offer a definition?
Nah!) with thrashing about, inversion, wild
attempts at missile-impersonation, time’s
up.
4) Either rinse in an intermediate systemwater only dip, or just net/lift the stock and
place in the next quarantine/treatment or
permanent system.

Summary:
Nuff said, eh? As far as treatment modes go,
in particular prevention of passing external
pathogens from one place to another, dips/
baths, especially in concert with quarantine
periods, are the method of choice for optimizing results.
Methylene blue and freshwater is a most
useful, inexpensive, safe and effective dip
material for most all dip-able marine organisms. It is virtually non-toxic to even scaleless fishes and other sensitive groups when
used as a dip.

As regards other “medicants”, whether in a
separate treatment facility or an established
community, orally (food) administered medi5) For long-duration baths, multiple-use of cations are your best bet (other than envithe same, OR the use of RO/DI water it is ronmental control) for most-commonly ennecessary to add a mechanical aerator (sci- countered complaints.
ence jargon for bubbling airstone... pump,
tubing...).

References/Further Reading:
Feist, Richard E. 1976. Administration of antibiotics and other remedies in treatment of
fish diseases. TFH 1/76.
Fenner, Bob and Candy Fenner, D.V.M.
1986. Function of Body Slimes in Fishes.
FAMA 6/86.
Gargas, Joe. 1993. Permanganate 1: The
oxidant. The Pet Dealer 5/93.
Herwig, Nelson. 1979. Handbook of Drugs
and Chemicals Used in the Treatment of
Fish Disease, A Manual of Fish Pharmacology and Materia Medica. Thomas Publisher,
Illinois.
For the complete article check out:
<http://www.wetwebmedia.com/dips_baths.
htm>
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